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Let T be a bounded linear, or sublinear, operator from L p(Y ) to Lq(X ). A maxi-
mal operator T*f (x)=supj |T( f } /Yj )(x)| is associated to any sequence of subsets
Yj of Y. Under the hypotheses that q>p and the sets Yj are nested, we prove that
T* is also bounded. Classical theorems of Menshov and Zygmund are obtained as
corollaries. Multilinear generalizations of this theorem are also established. These
results are motivated by applications to the spectral analysis of Schro dinger operators.
 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (X, +), (Y, &) be arbitrary measure spaces. Denote by /E the charac-
teristic function of a set E. To any sequence of measurable subsets
[Yn : n # Z] of Y and any operator T defined on L p(Y) a maximal operator
T*f (x)=sup
n
|T( f } !Yn)(x)|
can be associated. The operator norm of T: L p(Y ) [ Lq(X ) is denoted by
&T&p, q . By a filtration of Y we will mean any sequence of subsets Yn /Y
which are nested: Yn /Yn+1 for every n.
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The purposes of this paper are first to establish a rather general maximal
theorem2, Theorem 1.1, and second to establish two multilinear variants.
Theorem 1.1. Let 1p, q, and suppose that T: L p(Y ) [ Lq(X ) is
a bounded linear operator. Then for any filtration [Yn : n # Z] of Y, the
maximal operator T* is bounded from L p(Y ) to Lq(X), provided that p<q.
Moreover,
&T*&p, q(1&2&( p
&1&q&1))&1 &T&p, q .
Because the constant appearing in the conclusion is independent of [Yn],
a corresponding result can be deduced for continuum filtrations, indexed
by a real variable, as a direct consequence via a limiting argument. The
most natural example is where Y=R and Yn=(&, n] for each n # R.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that p<q. Let T: L p(R) [ Lq(R) be defined by
Tf (x)=R K(x, y) f ( y) dy, where K is locally integrable. Define
T*f (x)=sup
s # R } |y<s K(x, y) f ( y) dy }. (1.1)
Then &T*f &p(1&2&( p
&1&q&1))&1 &T&p, q & f &q for all continuous functions
f having bounded support.
A corollary is that T f (x)=y<x K(x, y) f ( y) dy is bounded from L
p to
Lq, with operator norm (1&2&( p&1&q&1))&1 &T&p, q . Except in the trivial
cases where p=1 or q=, the hypothesis p<q is necessary even for the
conclusion of this corollary to hold for general operators. Indeed, applying
the corollary to the Hilbert transform would yield the absurd conclusion
that convolution with the restriction to the negative half axis of t&1
preserves L p.
A classical example is a variant due to Zygmund [9] (cf. [8], p. 257) of
theorems of Menshov [4] and Paley [5]. Let X=Y=R1 with Lebesgue
measure, and let T be the Fourier transform. Then3 f [ sups # R
|s& e
&iyxf ( y) dy| maps L p to L p$ for all 1p<2.
We were led to this result in studying the generalized (that is, not L2)
eigenfunctions of Schro dinger operators on the real line; both Theorem 1.2
and the technique underlying its proof were used in [1, 2] to analyze an
infinite family of multilinear expressions out of which the generalized eigen-
functions are built. A related result formulated earlier by one of us [3] has
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2 This theorem was stated and proved in less generality in [1].
3 The case p=2 is of course also valid by virtue of a theorem of Carleson but lies outside
the scope of our theorem or those of Menshov, Paley and Zygmund.
elements in common with Theorem 1.2 but is more closely connected with
interpolation theory.
Our theorems and their proofs apply without change to functions taking
values in Banach spaces. This generalization of the corollary to Theorem 1.2
mentioned above has already proved useful in connection with Strichartz-
type estimates in work of Tao [7] on nonlinear evolution equations, and
of Smith and Sogge [6] on the obstacle problem.
A multilinear variant of Theorem 1.1 is as follows. Let T: L p(R, dx) [
Lq(4, d+(*)) be a bounded linear operator with a locally integrable distri-
bution kernel K(*, x). Define
Mn*( f1 , f2 , ..., fn)(*)
= sup
y y$ # R } | } } } |yx1x2 } } } xn y$ ‘
n
i=1
(K(*, xi) fi (xi) dx i)} . (1.2)
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that p<q and that 2q. Then for every n1,
( f1 , ..., fn) [ Mn*( f1 , ..., fn) maps }n L p(R) boundedly to Lqn(4), with
operator norm Bn &T&np, q .
Here B is a finite universal constant. With Bn replaced by some constant
depending on n in an unspecified way, this was proved in our earlier work
[1], but the proof there gives an inferior bound for large n.
Our next variant demonstrates a very substantial improvement, in the
special case when all the functions fi are taken to be the same. It has at
least one concrete application; it serves in a companion paper [2] as the
heart of our analysis of the asymptotic behavior of generalized eigenfunc-
tions of one-dimensional Schro dinger operators.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that p<q and that 2q. Then for every n1
and every f # L p(R),
&Mn*( f, f, ..., f )&Lqn (4)
Bn &T&np, q & f &nLp
- n !
. (1.3)
This bound improves that of the preceding theorem by the factor 1- n !,
which has just the right dependence on n for our intended application [2].
Even the weaker version of the conclusion in which y, y$ are fixed and the
supremum is removed was not previously known to us. Much of the work
in this paper is devoted to this numerical factor. No such factor arises in
Theorem 1.3; modulo the factor of Bn, the bound stated cannot be improved.
There are also more general versions of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 in
the same spirit as Theorem 1.1, but their formulations are more awkward
and are therefore omitted.
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2. PROOF OF THE MAXIMAL THEOREM
It is no loss of generality to assume that Y is divisible in the sense that
for any measurable S/Y and any t # [0, &(S)] there exists a measurable
subset S$ of S satisfying &(S$)=t. Indeed, divisibility may be achieved by
replacing Y by Y_[0, 1], & by the product of & with Lebesgue measure, T
by T b ? where ?f ( y)=10 f ( y, s) ds, and Yn by Yn_[0, 1]. Boundedness of
T* is then implied by boundedness of (T b ?)*.
Denote by Cp, q the constant in the Theorem. It suffices to show that for
any measurable function N: X [ Z with finite range, the linear operator
defined by T (N)f (x)=T( f } /YN(x))(x) satisfies
&T (N)f &qCp, q &T&p, q (2.1)
for all f # L p(Y ) satisfying & f &p=1. Fix any such f. Define a probability
measure * on Y by *(S)=S | f |
p d&. The following lemma will be proved
below.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a collection [Bmj ] of measurable subsets of Y,
indexed by m # [0, 1, 2, ...] and 1 j2m, satisfying
v For each m, [Bmj : 1 j2
m] is a partition of Y into disjoint measurable
subsets.
v Each Bmj is a union of precisely two sets B
m+1
j1
, Bm+1j2 .
v *(Bmj )=2
&m for all m, j.
v Each set Yn may be decomposed, modulo *-null sets, as an empty,
finite, or countably infinite union
Yn= .
i1
Bmiji with m1<m2< } } } . (2.2)
The decomposition (2.2) may not be unique, but for each n we choose
one such decomposition.
Define An=[x: N(x)=n]; these are pairwise disjoint subsets of Y, all
but finitely many of which are empty. Define R to be the set of all triples
(m, j, n) such that Bmj is one of the sets occurring in the chosen decomposi-
tion (2.2) of Yn . Define
Dmj = .
n: (m, j, n) # R
An . (2.3)
For each fixed m, the sets Dmj are disjoint. For if D
m
j & D
m
i {<, then
because the sets An are pairwise disjoint, there must exist n such that An
intersects, and hence is contained in, both Dmj and D
m
i . Hence B
m
j , B
m
i both
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occur in the decomposition (2.2) of Yn . Since the two superscripts m are
equal, this is prohibited by the construction unless i= j.
Define f mj = f } /Bjm . Then f } /Yn=(m, j): (m, j, n) # R f
m
j , so
T (N)f=:
n
/An } T( f } /Yn)
=:
n
:
(m, j): (m, j, n) # R
/An T( f
m
j )=:
m
:
j
/Djm } T( f
m
j ).
Fix m. Because the sets Dmj are disjoint,
":j /Djm } T( f
m
j )"
q
q
:
j
&Tf mj &qq&T&qp, q :
j
& f mj &qp
=&T&qp, q 2
&m(q& p)p :
j
& f mj &
p
p
=&T&qp, q 2
&m(q& p)p & f & pp =&T&
q
p, q 2
&m(q& p)p.
Taking the q th root and summing over m concludes the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Lemma. Without loss of generality we may assume that for all
n, *(Yn)>0 and *(Yn+1"Yn)>0. We will construct a measurable function
.: Y [ [0, 1] satisfying *(.&1([0, t)))=t for all t # [0, 1] and Yn=
.&1([0, *(Yn))). In particular, *(.&1[t])=0 for all t. Then define
Bmj =.
&1([( j&1) 2&m, j2&m)).
To decompose Yn as in (2.2), consider for each n a binary expansion
*(Yn)=m rm2&m, with each rm equal either to or to 1. If there happens
to be more than one such expansion, choose one. There is a corresponding
decomposition of the interval [0, *(Yn)) into a union of disjoint, adjacent
dyadic intervals, closed on the left and open on the right, of lengths 2&m1,
2&m2, ..., where the m i are those indices for which rmi=1, listed in increas-
ing order. Applying .&1 to each of these intervals yield sone of the sets
Bmiji . This is the required decomposition of Yn .
Define .( y)=1 for all y # Y"n Yn , and .( y)=0 for all y # n Yn . Each
remaining point y # Y belongs to Yn"Yn&1=Y n for a unique index n. By
repeated application of the divisibility property of (Y, *), it is possible to
define .: Y n [ [*(Yn&1), *(Yn)) so that *(.&1([*(Yn&1), t)))=t&*(Yn&1)
for every t # [*(Yn&1), *(Yn)). The resulting function .: Y [ [0, 1] has
both of the required properties. K
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Remark. The proof can be recast in the following manner, which will be
used in our analysis of multilinear analogues. Let r be any exponent strictly
greater than p. Define
Gf (x)= :

m=0 \ :
2 m
j=1
|T( f mj )(x)|
r+
1r
.
Then T*f (x)Gf (x), and &Gf &Lq(X )Cp, q, r &T&p, q & f &L p(Y ) . Indeed,
when qr1, Minkowski’s integral inequality gives
_| \:j |T( f
m
j )(x)|
r+
qr
dx&
rq
:
j
&T( f mj )&
r
Lq (X )
&T& rp, q :
j
& f mj &
r
L p (Y )
&T& rp, q max
j
& f mj &
r& p
L p (Y ) :
j
& f mj &
p
L p (Y)
&T& rp, q 2
&m(r& p)p & f & rp .
Since G decreases as r increases, we conclude that for any r>p there exists
$>0 such that
"\:j |T( f
m
j )|
r+
1r
"q 2&$m &T&p, q & f &p .
Summing over m0 completes the proof.
As an application we deduce a theorem of Menshov [4]. Let [,n : n1]
be an orthonormal subset of L2(X) for some measure space X. Then for
any p<2 and any sequence of coefficients c=[cn] # l p, the partial sums of
the series n cn ,n converge almost everywhere in X.
Proof. Let Y=[1, 2, 3, ...], equipped with counting measure. Let Yn=
[1, 2, 3, ..., n]/Y. Define the operator T(c)=n cn ,n , mapping L2(Y )
boundedly to L2(X). T maps the smaller space L p(Y ) boundedly to L2(X), as
well. The partial sums are SN(c)=T(c } /YN). By our theorem, supN |SN(c)|
defines a bounded operator from l p to L2(X). Combined with the obvious fact
that almost everywhere convergence holds for the dense class of all finitely
supported c, this implies almost everywhere convergence for all c # l p. K
Menshov’s theorem fails, in general, for p=2. This is a further indication
that our results cannot extend to the endpoint p=q, and are far too crude
to yield Carleson’s theorem.
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3. SOME NUMERICAL INEQUALITIES
The proofs of our multilinear results, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, are based on
an induction on the degree n of multilinearity. In this section we analyze
the asymptotic behavior of the solution of a certain numerical recursion,
(3.2), which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Lemma 3.1. There exist # # R+ such that the numbers ck defined by
ck=k&k2k&# for all k2 (3.1)
satisfy for every k6 the inequalities
ck yk+ :
k&2
j=2
cjck& jx jyk& j+ckxk
ck(x2+ y2)k2 for all x, y0. (3.2)
For k=2, 3 the inequality holds, if it is interpreted as the trivial asser-
tion ckxk+ck ykck(x2+ y2)k2; this holds for any c2 , c3 . Our argument
does not work for k=4, 5, but we will show later that this is irrelevant for
the main application. The lack of any terms associated to the indices j=1,
n&1 in the inequality is not a typographical error.
Proof. Define
;k, j=
kk2
j j2(k& j) (k& j)2 \
k
j(k& j)+
#
(3.3)
for 2 jk&2, and ;k, 0=;k, k=1. Then cj ck& j ck=;k, j .
Assume that k6. Suppose first that k is even. We aim to majorize the
left-hand side of (3.2), divided by ck , by the binomial series k2l=0 (
k2
l )(x
2) l
( y2)k2&l=(x2+ y2)k+2, via a term-by-term comparison, while bearing in
mind that the former series has about twice as many terms as the latter.
Suppose that j is even. We write atb to indicate that the ratios ab, ba
are bounded above by a positive constant, uniformly over all relevant
parameters on which a, b depend. In this notation, Stirling’s formula is
n!tnn+12e&n. The binomial coefficients are thus
\k2j2 +t(k2)k2 ( j2)& j2 ((k& j)2)&(k& j)2 \
k
j(k& j)+
12
=kk2j& j2(k& j)&(k& j)2 \ kj(k& j)+
12
. (3.4)
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Thus for any preassigned positive constant =,
;k, j \k2j2+
&1
t\ kj(k& j)+
#&12
= (3.5)
uniformly in j, k satisfying 2 jk&2, provided that # is chosen to be
sufficiently large and k5, because k( j(k& j)) is then bounded uniformly
by a constant strictly less than 1. This breaks down for k=4, j=2, causing
the restriction k6 in the statement of the lemma, since our analysis of
k=5 involves a reduction to k=4; see below.
For j odd, the above calculations tell us that
\ k2( j&1)2+tk&k2( j&1) ( j&1)2 (k& j+1) (k& j+1)2 \
k
( j&1)(k& j+1)+
12
tk&k2j( j&1)2(k& j) (k& j+1)2 \ kj(k& j)+
12
t;k, j \ kj(k& j)+
12&#
\k& jj +
12
. (3.6)
Likewise
\ k2( j+1)2+tk&k2( j+1) ( j+1)2 (k& j&1) (k& j&1)2 \
k
( j+1)(k& j&1)+
12
t;k, j \ kj(k& j)+
12&#
\k& jj +
&12
. (3.7)
For j even we have a direct majorization
;k, jx jyk& j= \k2j2 + x jyk& j== \
k2
j2 + (x2) j2 ( y2) (k& j)2. (3.8)
For j odd write
;k, jx jyk& j
1
2 \
j
k& j+
&12
;k, jx j&1yk& j+1
+
1
2 \
j
k& j+
+12
;k, jx j+1yk& j&1
= \ k2( j&1)2+ (x2) ( j&1)2 ( y2) (k& j+1)2
+= \ k2( j+1)2+ (x2) ( j+1)2 ( y2) (k+ j+1)2. (3.9)
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Thus for even k6, by choosing ==13 we obtain
:
k&2
j=2
cjck& j
ck
x jyk& j :
(k2)&1
l=1 \
k2
l + (x2) l ( y2) (k2)&l. (3.10)
Adding in the two remaining terms xk+ yk from the left-hand side of the
inequality to be proved, we obtain on the right the full binomial series,
whose sum equals (x2+ y2)k2.
The proof for odd k is similar but involves an extra initial step. Start by
majorizing x jyk& j by the sum of appropriate coefficients times (x2+y2)&12
x j+1yk& j and (x2+ y2)+12 x j&1yk& j, or of (x2+ y2)&12 x jyk+1& j and
(x2+ y2)+12 x jyk&1& j. The first alternative can be applied when j&12
and k& jk&1&2; thus when j3. The second can be applied when
k& j3. Since k>6 and 2 jk&2, at least one of these two restrictions
is satisfied. This reduces matters to the case where k is even, and the above
argument can then be applied. The details, including the choice of the coef-
ficients that replace [ j(k& j)]\12 in the above reasoning, are left to the
reader. K
Observe that for any B # R+, if ck is replaced by c~ k=Bkck for all k, then
the conclusion of the lemma remains valid for [c~ k]. Moreover, the same
goes if B1 and c~ k=Bkck for all k4, while c~ k=ck for all k<4. The
significance of this is that for B sufficiently large, [c~ k] will satisfy the
inequality (3.2) for all k. In fact, it is easy to check that B=2 is sufficient.
Hence the restriction k6 in the preceding lemma can be eliminated.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that the coefficients [ck : k2] satisfy (3.2) for
every k2. Let b1=1, and let bk=Akck for all k2. Then for any non-
negative x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , for any k2,
bkxk2+b1bk&1x
k&1
2 y1+ :
k&2
j=2
b jbk& j x j1 x
k&1
2 +b1 bk&1x
k&1
1 y2+bkx
k
1
bk( |x|+| y| )k. (3.11)
Here |x|=(x21+x
2
2)
12, | y|=( y21+ y
2
2)
12. Note that x1 , x2 now play the
roles filled by x, y in the preceding lemma.
Proof. Divide both sides of the inequality by bk . Using the preceding
lemma to majorize the sum of all terms not involving y1 , y2 , and noting
that b1 bk&1 bk=A&1ck&1 ck , we find that the resulting left-hand side is
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|x|k+A&1
ck&1
ck
| y| (x2k&21 +x
2k&2
2 )
12
|x|k+CA&1k12 | y| (x2k&21 +x
2k&2
2 )
12
|x|k+CA&1k12 | y| } 2 |x| k&1, (3.12)
using the inequality - a+b- a+- b. On the other hand, expanding
( |x|+| y| )k in binomial series and retaining only two terms, we obtain a
quantity |x|k+k |x|k&1 | y|, which dominates the right-hand side provided
that A2C. K
4. MULTILINEAR MAXIMAL OPERATORS ON THE DIAGONAL
Let f # L1(R), and consider a multilinear expression
Mn( f )=| } } } |
x1x2 } } } xn
‘
n
i=1
f (x i) dxi , (4.1)
restricted to the diagonal f1= f2= } } } fn= f.
Definition. A martingale structure on a subinterval I/R is a collec-
tion of subintervals [E mj : m0, 1 j2
m] of I that satisfy the following
conditions, modulo endpoints.
v I=j E mj for every m.
v E mj & E
m
j $ =< for every j< j $.
v If j< j $, x # E mj , and x$ # E
m
j $ , then x<x$.
v For every m, j, E mj =E
m+1
(2 j&1) _ E
m+1
2 j .
Such a martingale structure is said to be adapted to f in L p if E jm | f |
p=
2&m I | f |
p for every m, j.
The second condition is actually a consequence of the third.
To any martingale structure [E mj ] on R, we associate the sublinear
operator
g( f )= :

m=1 \ :
2m
j=1 } |E jm f }
2
+
12
. (4.2)
The absolute value signs are outside the integrals; this is essential in the
application [2] for which this machinery is designed.
It is obvious that |Mn( f )|& f &n1 n!, with equality for nonnegative f.
The following variant is related but seemingly less obvious.
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Proposition 4.1. There exists B< such that for any martingale
structure on R, for every f # L1, and for every n1,
|Mn( f )|Bn g( f )n- n !. (4.3)
No connection is assumed between f and the martingale structure; both
are arbitrary.
Proof. Fix n, f. By Stirling’s formula, it suffices to prove that |Mn( f )|
bn g( f )n, where bn tn&n2Ann&# are the constants in Lemma 3.2.
Define fm, j=|E jm f |, and introduce the variants
gMJ ( f )= :

m>M \ :j : E jm/EJM f
2
m, j+
12
. (4.4)
These will be used in conjunction with the fact that for any element E mj of
the martingale structure, the collection [E MJ : E
M
J /E
m
j ] is a martingale
structure on E mj .
Partition the region of integration 0=[x: x1<x2< } } } <xn] into regions
Sj=[x # 0 : xj # E 11 and x j+1 # E
1
2], with 0 jn, interpreting this to
mean that x # S0  x1 # E 12 and x # Sn  xn # E
1
1 . For 1 jn&1,
| } } } |
Sj
‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dxi=Mj ( f } /11) } Mn& j ( f } /
1
2), (4.5)
while for j=0 it equals Mn( f } /12) and for j=n it equals Mn( f } /
1
1). Since
M1( f )= f, for j=1 this simplifies to E11 f } Mn&1( f } /
1
2), while for
j=n&1 it becomes E12 f } Mn&1( f } /
1
1). This yields the recursive bound
|Mn( f )||Mn( f } /11)|+ } |E 12 f } } }Mn&1( f } /
1
1)}
+ :
n&2
j=2
|Mn& j ( f } /11)| } |Mj ( f } /
1
2)|
+ } |E 11 f } } }Mn&1( f } /
1
2) }+|Mn( f } /12)|. (4.6)
We proceed by induction on n. Thus for 2 jn&2,
|Mj ( f } /11) } Mn& j ( f } /
1
2)|bj bn& j g
1
1( f )
j g12( f )
n& j. (4.7)
For j=1 we have the simpler upper bound f1, 1bn&1 g12( f )
n&1, and for
j=n&1, the bound f1, 2 bn&1 g11( f )
n&1.
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For j=0, n we are in the same situation with which we began, except
that f has been replaced by its restriction to either half E 1r of the space. To
handle these terms we proceed first via circular reasoning, majorizing them
by the desired quantities bn g11( f )
n and bn g12( f )
n respectively, and will sub-
sequently explain how this can be justified by restructuring the induction
argument to eliminate the circularity.
By summing over all 0 jn, we obtain from (4.6) and (4.7).
|Mn( f )| :
n&2
j=2
bjbn& j g11( f )
j g12( f )
n& j+bn&1 f1, 1 g12( f )
n&1
+bn&1 f1, 2 g11( f )
n&1+bn g11( f )
n+bn g12( f )
n. (4.8)
Setting xt=g1t ( f ), yt= f1, t for t=1, 2, we are in the situation of Lemma 3.2,
and hence conclude that
|Mn( f )|bn([ f 21, 1+ f
2
1, 2]
12+[g11( f )
2+g12( f )
2]12)n. (4.9)
Now for t=1, 2 we have g1t ( f )=m2 Bm, t , where Bm, t=
( j : E jm/E t1 f
2
m, j)
12. Thus
(g11( f )
2+g12( f )
2)12=\\ :m2 Bm, 1+
2
+\ :m2 Bm, 2+
2
+
12
(4.10)
is the norm of the vector (m2 Bm, 1 , m2 Bm, 2) # C2, and hence is
majorized by the sum of the norms:
 :
m2
(B2m, 1+B
2
m, 2)
12= :
m2 \ :
2m
j=1
f 2m, j+
12
. (4.11)
Therefore
[ f 21, 1+ f
2
1, 2]
12+[g11( f )
2+g12( f )
2]12g( f ). (4.12)
This completes the proof, except for justifying the treatment of the regions
S0 , Sn .
For large integers K define 0K to be the set of all x=(x1 , ..., xn) # 0 such
that there exists no j # [1, 2, ..., 2K] and 1in&1 such that both x i ,
xi=1 belong to E Kj . Since 0K A 0 as K  , it suffices to prove that
 } } } 0K > i f (x i) dxi satisfies the bound desired for Mn( f ), for every K. We
generalize the setup, allowing R to be replaced by an arbitrary subinterval,
and [E mj ] to be replaced by an arbitrary martingale structure on that
subinterval.
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The bound is proved by a double induction on K, n, doing induction on
n for each K. When K=1, Mn=0 for n3, while M2=E 11 f } E 12 f; thus
the induction is well founded.
The above argument still applies; the factor of the characteristic function
of 0K causes no disturbance. Moreover, for the contributions of S0 , Sn ,
K is effectively replaced by K&1, if one replaces R by E 1t and considers
[E mj /E
1
t ]m2 to be a martingale structure on E
1
t . Thus the induction
hypothesis applies, and yields the bounds desired for the contributions of
these two exceptional regions. K
The same reasoning yields a slightly more general result, in which Mn( f )
is modified by replacing some of the factors f (xi) by their complex conjugates.
Nothing is changed in the conclusion, nor in its proof, since f m, j #fm, j .
Proposition 4.1 has a maximal version. Write Mn( f )( y, y$)=Mn( f/y, y$),
and define
Mn*( f )= sup
y y$ # R
Mn( f )( y, y$). (4.13)
To control it, we employ a variant of g( f ):
g~ ( f )= :
m1
m \ :
2m
j=1 } |E jm f }
2
+
12
. (4.14)
Proposition 4.2. There exists B< such that for every locally integrable
function f and every n1,
Mn*( f )Bng~ ( f )n- n !. (4.15)
Proof. We have shown that
|Mn( f )( y, y$)|=|Mn( f/[ y, y$])|Bng( f/[ y, y$])n- n ! (4.16)
for some constant B, so it suffices to show that g( f/I)Cg~ ( f ), uniformly
for all intervals I. The definition of g involves summing over m, j, and
the summands are all nonnegative. Any martingale interval E mj that is
contained in I makes the same contribution to g( f ) as to g( f/I), and any
Emj contained in the complement of I contributes nothing to g( f/I), and
something 0 to g( f ). Thus it suffices to analyze the contributions of
those E mj that intersect both I and R"I.
For any particular m, there are at most two such values of j. We discuss
only those (m, j) for which E mj intersects the left endpoint y of I; the same
reasoning applies to the right. For the purposes of this discussion, we may
consider the E mj to be open intervals, since sets of measure zero have no
effect on the quantities to be estimated. We must then majorize m |I & E mi(m) f |,
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where i(m) is the unique index such that y # E mi if such an index exists, and
where we understand the m th term of the sum to be zero if no such index
exists. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, I & E mi(m) can be partitioned, modulo
sets of measure zero, in a unique way into a union of sets E MJ , where M
ranges over all integers >m and for each such M, at most two indices J
arise for such a partition. Indeed, if R is identified homeomorphically with
(0, 1) in such a way that [E mj ] become the dyadic intervals of lengths 2
&m,
then this partition is simply the usual Whitney decomposition of (the
interior of) I & E mi(m) . A given E
M
J can arise in the partitions of more than
one set E mi(m) , but can so arise only for m<M. Hence for any M, the total
number of all E MJ arising in all such partitions, counted according to multi-
plicity, is CM. Majorizing |I & E mi(m) f | by  |E JM f |, where the sum is
over all intervals in the partition we arrive at the desired bound. K
We can now prove our diagonal-multilinear maximal theorem, Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let [E mj ] be a martingale structure on R, adapted
to f in L p. Define
G( f )(*)= :

m=1
m } \ :
2m
j=1
|T( f/mj )(*)|
2+
12
. (4.17)
It suffices now to combine two ingredients. Firstly, f [ G( f ) maps L p(R)
boundedly to Lq(4), as in the first remark following the proof of
Theorem 1.1; the extra factor of m is harmless because there is a favorable
factor of 2&$m for some $( p, q)>0 for the operator norm of the m th
summand in the series defining G( f ). Secondly, by Proposition 4.2, there is
a pointwise bound Mn*( f )(*)BnG( f )(*)n- n !. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is close to that of Theorem 1.4, but some
modifications are needed. With the natural change of notation from Mn*( f )
to Mn*( f1 , ..., fn), we wish to show that for all sufficiently large n,
Mn*( f1 , ..., fn)Ann&# ‘
n
i=1
g~ ( f i). (5.1)
We will treat only Mn( f1 , ..., fn)=| } } } yx1x2 } } } xn y$ >
n
i=1 (K(*, x i)
fi (xi) dxi)| where y, y$ are fixed; the bound for its maximal relative Mn*
then follows as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. As in the proof of Proposition
4.1, the factor n&# is of no consequence but makes the induction argument
work more smoothly.
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Equation (5.1) in turn follows from the bound Mn( f1 , ..., fn)Ann&#_
>ni=1 g( f i). For small n, that bound is a simple consequence of the same
recursive procedure used to derive Proposition 4.1; the details are left to
the reader.
Proceeding as in the proof of that proposition, we obtain for all large n
A&nn#Mn( f1 , ..., fn) ‘
n
j=1
g11( fj)+= ‘
n&1
j=1
g11( f j) } ( fn)1, 2
+= :
n&2
i=2 \‘
i
j=i
g11( f j) ‘
n
j=i+1
g12( fj)+
+=( f1)1, 1 ‘
n
j=2
g12( f j)+ ‘
n
j=1
g12( fj); (5.2)
the first and last terms are obtained via the same circular reasoning as
in the earlier proof. And as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, the constant =
may be made as small as desired by choosing # and the constant A to be
sufficiently large, provided n6.
To simplify the notation set x jt =g
1
t ( fj) for t=1, 2, and set y
j
t =|E t1 fj |.
Also set |x j|=[(x j1)
2+(x j2)
2]12, and likewise define | y j|.
In this notation, A&nn#Mn( f1 , ..., fn) is majorized by
‘
n
j=1
x j1+= ‘
n&1
j=1
x j1 } y
n
2+= :
n&2
i=2
‘
n&i
j=1
x j1 ‘
n
j=n&i+1
x j2+= ‘
n
j=2
x j2 y
1
1+ ‘
n
j=1
x j2 .
(5.3)
We focus attention temporarily on the middle term. Consider first the case
where n is even. Then after pulling out a common factor of =x11x
2
1 x
n&1
2 x
n
2 ,
we are left with
(x32x
4
2 } } } x
n&2
2 +x
3
1x
4
1x
5
2x
6
2 } } } x
n&2
2
+x31x
4
1 x
5
1x
6
1x
7
2x
8
2 } } } x
n&2
2 + } } } +x
3
1 x
4
1 } } } x
n&2
1 )
+(x31x
4
2 } } } x
n&2
2 +x
3
1x
4
1 x
5
1x
6
2 } } } x
n&2
2 + } } } +x
3
1 } } } x
n&3
1 x
n&2
2 ).
(5.4)
We claim that each of the two terms in parentheses is  >n&2j=3 |x
j|. To see
this observe that the sum of the first two terms in the first set of parentheses
is (x31x
4
1+x
3
2x
4
2) x
5
2 } } } x
n&2
2 |x
3| } |x4| } x52 } } } x
n&2
2 , by CauchySchwarz. In
all the other terms in the first set of parentheses, majorize x3t x
4
t by |x
3| } |x4|.
Now there is one fewer terms than when we began; the sum of the contribution
of the term just obtained by applying CauchySchwarz and the next terms
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in the sum is |x3| } |x4| (x51x
6
1+x
5
2x
6
2) x
7
2 } } } x
n
2 . Apply CauchySchwarz
to bound the factor in parentheses by |x5| } |x6|, majorize each factor x5t x
6
t
in the other terms by |x5| } |x6| , and repeat the process. Eventually the
desired bound >n&2j=3 |x
j| is obtained.
The analysis of the second line of (5.4) proceeds in the same way, except
that we begin by majorizing x3t and x
n&2
t by |x
3|, |xn&2|, respectively, in
every term, and then proceed as in the preceding paragraph. The same
bound >n&2j=3 |x
j| is obtained. Finally, the case of odd n is the same except for
minor changes in notation. Multiplying by =x11x
2
1x
n&2
2 x
n
2 and taking =12, the
sum of the contributions of the two terms in (5.4) is x11x
2
1x
n&2
2 x
n
2 >
n&2
j=3 |x
j|.
The next step is to add in the terms >nj=1 x
j
t for t=1, 2. Cauchy
Schwarz gives us
\‘
n
j=1
x j1+x
1
1x
2
1 x
n&2
2 x
n
2 ‘
n&2
j=3
|x j|++ ‘
n
j=1
x j2
x11x
2
1 ‘
n
j=3
|x j|+x12x
2
2 ‘
n
j=3
|x j|. (5.5)
Another application of CauchySchwarz gives the bound >nj=1 |x
j|.
We have thus shown that
Ann#Mn( f1 , ..., fn) ‘
n
j=1
|x j|+ yn2 ‘
n&1
j=1
|x j|+ y11 ‘
n
j=2
|x j|, (5.6)
which in turn is plainly
( y11+|x
1| ) ‘
n&1
j=2
|x j| ( yn2+|x
n| ) ‘
n
j=1
( | y j|+|x j| ). (5.7)
This last product is the desired bound.
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